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The final Round of the Challenge took place on
the 26th of September at Silverstone. 

There was still lots to play for in Class A with
Keith Ahlers having 32 points closely followed by
Simon ‘Orange’ McDermott with 31 points and
Chas Windridge with 26 points. Class B was all
sorted with Malcolm Paul being the winner. Class
C was also tight with Peter Sargeant leading on
45 points followed by Doug Taylerson with 42
and Tony Howard on 41, although some of the
potential excitement was detracted from this on
the non application to race of Peter and Doug.
Class D was sewn up with a commanding win
with 71 points from Rick Lloyd in his first season.
Class E was also a tight contest with Peter
Horsman having 62 points over hard charging
Jack Bellinger with 51. The Championship was
still potentially up for grabs although for Peter to
win outright he would have to win his Class and
achieve the fastest lap in Class, relying on Rick
not finishing higher than 6th in his Class.
Nevertheless as Formula 1 has shown us this sea-
son anything is possible. 

Practice was scheduled to be at 11:40 am but at
this time the circuit was shrouded in low lying
fog. The powers that be decided that three laps of
the circuit (the minimum to qualify ) was all that
was needed and as laps would not be timed , nor-
mal qualifying conditions would not apply. The
usual range of problems befell our racers, Chris
Springall had his throttle cable snap, with Peter
Garland – welcome back – also having a throttle
problem which led to the car revving higher than
necessary whilst idling. Peter and his mechanic
were seen stripping down the engine in the pad-
dock in order to make the repair. 

Current Championship leader Rick Lloyd had a
heart murmur (metaphorically speaking) on
Friday when in practice his engine let go. Rick
spoke with specialist engine supplier John Eales
who built a new one through the course of Friday
and Friday night. Rick took his car to London
where the shot engine was removed. The new
engine was delivered and installed overnight. Rick
then ran the car in up the M1 at 4 o’clock in the
morning, used the car to qualify and then sent his
mechanic out to loosen the car up some more !

Simon McDermott had yet another problem this
time being of running a V6 instead of the usual
V8. Martin Kurrein spun at Becketts with

Malcolm Paul locking up at the same spot. This
was an unusual occurrence as Becketts – being a
virtual hair pin, on the national circuit was of
course a slow section begging the question was
there oil on the track ?

We also had the great misfortune to watch Class
A runner Andrew Jenkins losing control and
spinning around at Becketts in front of Adrian
van der Kroft. Adrian took evasive action by
moving to overtake Andrew up the inside which
proved fatal as whilst still being out of control
Andrew unintentionally shut the door leaving
Adrian nowhere to go. Both cars were seriously
damaged putting Andrew out of the race with an
unrepairable bent chassis amongst lots of other
damage, an unwelcome winter project, but we
look forward to your return next year. Adrian
left his car with Rick and Brett, aka Team
Brands Hatch, where frantically but methodical-
ly they began to try to rebuild the car. In the true
spirit of club racing Jack Bellinger was seen to
straighten the steering rods with a rather large
pounding implement with many other racers
offering help in a total team effort to get the car
ready to race. The objective was achieved with
Adrian taking his place on the grid. 

Simon Orebi Gann raced out of his usual Class
owing to non standard tyres. 

As there was no timed practice as such, position
on the grid was given against previously attained
places so Peter Garland was given Pole with
Simon McDermott in second. 

Our race was to have started at 4:55pm but due
to the time saved at a shortened practice session
in the morning races were being brought for-
ward by approximately half an hour. In the event
our race began at 4:37pm in conditions that
were slightly improved on those of the morning
being overcast but dry. 

The cars lined up on the grid and after receiving
the fifteen second warning, the green flag was
held out and all the cars set off on the green flag
or warm up lap, all navigating the circuit with-
out hitch to reform on the grid for the start prop-
er which duly came. Keith Ahlers made a good
start as did Chris Springall who managed a
superb start to pass Simon McDermott, who in
turn made a bad start off the line and was quot-

Lloyd banks championship after
overnight engine change

continued on page 2

Final Championship
points

Class A
Simon McDermott 39
Keith Ahlers 36
Chas Windridge 28
Peter Garland 21
Matthew Wurr 20
Chris Springall 20
Grahame Bryant 4
Craig Jones 4
Andrew Jenkins 3

Class B
Malcolm Paul 50
Martin Kurrein 22
Grahame Walker 18
Phil Brown 8
Simon Orebi Gann 6
Rob Wells 6
Christian Bock 6
Reiner Vierling 4

Class C
Tony Howard 47
Peter Sargeant 45
Doug Taylerson 42
Chris Dady 16
Rick Bourne 11
Tony Dillon 9
Jan Bulinski 6

Class D
Rick Lloyd 71
James Paterson 62
Chris Acklam 42
Simon Orebi Gann 26
Graham White 23
Leigh Sebba 9
Kelvin Laidlaw 4
David Sherman 3
Chris Springall 2
Stephen Lockett 1

Class E
Peter Horsman 69
Jack Bellinger 57
John Clarke 44
Adrian van der Kroft 22
Mary Lindsay 16
David James 13
Jeremy Holden 4
Jim Deacon 1
Barry Sumner 1



ed after the race as saying “ it
warms the tyres up “. Peter
Garland also made a good
start to take the lead in the
race. Chris Springall inadver-
tently turned off the engine
cut-off switch when leaving
Woodcote and dropped two
places before realising what
he had done and hurriedly
reinstated the switch to get
back on his way. 

At the start of the second
Peter Garland had already
started to dominate gaining a
good three hundred yards
over nearest contender Chas
Windridge who in turn had
Simon McD in tow. The pack
followed on in very close con-
test which found Adrian van
der Kroft with two wheels on
the grass at the complex in a
side by side contest with
Peter Horsman. The cars
only started to open out after
Leigh Sebba who had pulled
two hundred yards over
David James and Tony
Howard. 

By the third Peter G was well
and truly on his way with a
good five hundred yards and
a completely dominating per-
formance. Simon McDer -
mott was in second place
closely followed by Chris
Springall, Keith Ahlers and
Chas Windridge who was
starting to feel the full effect
of the wrong tyre choice
(wets). Rick Lloyd was ahead
of another batch of cars to
include James Paterson,
Martin Kurrein, Graham
White, Chris Acklam, Simon
Orebi Gann and Malcolm
Paul. These cars had man-
aged to pull four hundred
yards over Adrian van der
Kroft, Peter Horsman, Jack
Bellinger, Kelvin Laidlaw,
Leigh Sebba and John
Clarke. David James had
dropped back a further two
hundred yards but pulled one
hundred over tailender Tony
Howard. 

At the forth Peter had well
and truly made the race his
own with the interesting bat-
tles taking place further back
down the field. Rick Lloyd

and Graham White were hav-
ing their own contest closely
followed by James Paterson.
Another battle was raging fur-
ther back down the field
between Kelvin Laidlaw and
Leigh Sebba who try as he
might couldn’t find the extra
power to pass Kelvin on the
bends, knowing that a
straight line pass was not pos-
sible. ‘ble. Jack Bellinger
missed selecting third gear at
Luffield and struggled to
retain position, the downside
of a moss box. Tony
Howard’s gearstick snapped
to leave a short stub with
which to change gear. Simon
McDermott’s car had a
mechanical problem which
effectively meant that he had
started to go backwards,
although by his own admis-
sion would not have caught
Peter. 

At the fifth Simon’s car let
out a flash of flame from the
side pipes when coming out
of Woodcote, surely this
would not be another unfin-
ished race? The Keith Ahlers
/ Chris Springall battle had
eased a little but was by no
means over as Keith dropped
back one hundred yards from
Chris. Chas was still going
backwards on wets losing
four hundred to Keith A.
Graham White, Rick Lloyd
and James Paterson had
pulled clear of the Martin
Kurrein, Chris Acklam pack.
Simon Orebi Gann had out
braked himself at Becketts
and found himself in the
gravel, dropping two places.
Adrian van der Kroft was
involved in a tight battle with
Peter Horsman. 

By the sixth Peter G had
lapped David James and
Tony Howard. James
Paterson had managed to
pass Rick Lloyd whose car
had no pull in a straight line
whatsoever. Graham White
who was feeling particularly
pleased with his position,
being sixth, had a moments
loss of concentration and
spun at Becketts dropping
five places. Not to be
deterred he rejoined in a
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determined effort to regain
losses. Malcolm Paul had
made a successful move on
Chris Acklam to gain a place. 

At the seventh Peter G had
also lapped John Clarke who
also later admitted to the
wrong tyre selection. Chris
Springall had a hard charging
Keith Ahlers right behind him
again. James P and Rick L
were still in a close contest.
Malcolm Paul, Chris Acklam
and Graham White were also
in close contact. 

By the eighth Peter G had
passed all cars up to Peter
Horsman. Graham White
showing great bravado (well
as much as you can in some-
one else’s car !) had managed
to claw back two places from
Malcolm Paul and Chris
Acklam to ninth place. At
nine Peter G passed another
two cars in Adrian and Peter
H. Graham White whilst
probably trying a little to hard
made the gravel at Copse but
managed to drive out losing
those two hard fought places
of lap seven – hard luck . 

Peter Garland took the che-
quered flag and a well
deserved first place in Class
A. 

Class B was won by Martin
Kurrein with C going to Tony
Howard. Class D was won by
James Paterson with Adrian
van der Kroft winning E. 

The final championship Class
winners are;
Class A Simon McDermott
Class B Malcolm Paul
Class C Tony Howard
Class D Rick Lloyd
Class E: Peter Horsman

The overall Championship
winner is Rick Lloyd with a
thoroughly well-deserved win
– well done.

Jon Hopkins

[Ed: And just a word of thanks
to Jon for taking on the thankless
task of writing the race reports.
Starting from scratch he has
approached it with a lot of enthu-
siasm and a new perspective.
Many thanks from all of us in the
Series.]

True Morgan Racing
Spirit

After an unfortunate incident
in practice badly damaged
PER 745, the true Morgan
Racing Spirit came bounding
up trumps.

Whilst we stripped the dam-
aged car, fellow competitors
and their mates  scoured the
paddock for tools, whilst oth-
ers helped pull, push or  just
encouraged us to achieve
what at first appeared the
impossible.

It was that enthusiasm that
motivated us all and made the
repair and the following result
possible.

Cheers chaps (& you Jack).

Adrian, Rick & Brett

Trousers Downed

There will be no +4 team at
this years Birkett 6 hour relay
race. Our long awaited victory
will therefore have to wait a
little longer. Many thanks to
all those that showed interest
– I think every +4 currently
racing in the Morgan series
wanted to take part – a fantas-
tic response. So, best wishes
to the +8 team – we all sin-
cerely hope you win (as you
will have no chance in ’99...
ho, ho).

A +4 spokesman

ADVERTISEMENT

Manager for Morgan +4
Team
Required for 1999, manag-
er to take charge of the 1999
Morgan +4 team. Respons -
ibilities to include co-ordi-
nating entries to the Birkett
6 hour relay race, negotiat-
ing a fair handicap, standing
on a cold pit wall for 6 hours
in October and fettling with
tractor engines. Applicants
should be able to lick a
stamp and get to a post
office within 3 months.
Benefits to include oceans of
hot tea, a day with Tanya
and much gratitude from a
bunch of guys who really
want to race at the Birkett.
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Going Dutch – Round 8; Classes C and E 

Forget the Luxembourg
grand prix, don’t begin to get
excited about Japan – the
final race of the Morgan race
series had more ups and
downs (how would Jeremy
Clarkson put it?).... than a
Barings trader....

If you were a betting man,
you would have lost your
shirt. If you had foreseen the
outcome, then Mystic Meg
would be looking for a job. If
you don’t believe in Pixies,
then start now – round 8 at
Silverstone had it all.

Who would have thought that
with practice cancelled and
familiarisation restricted to 3
laps that Adrian Van Der
Kroft in his immaculate +8
would return to the pits with
the front end staved in. Poor
Adrian had little chance to
avoid a spinning car on is
entry into Becketts.

Back at the pits, the spirit of
the race series shone through.
As Brands Hatch Morgans
pulled the front frame out, a
band of merry men ran off
with the damaged radiator
and came back triumphant
with a resoldered header
tank. There was not much
that could be done about the
bent chassis, but with wheels
now all pointing the same
way, the car was ready to roll.

Meanwhile, Serena and Mark
had come up with a fiendish
plan to create the utmost
excitement for the race. They
placed the +8 of Peter
Horsman in pole position
alongside the similar car of
Jack Bellinger. Next came
John Clarke is his +4 with
Adrian’s mangled +8 behind.
Then came the SLR of Tony
Howard (still bearing the
scars of the Summerfest) with
David James in the all green
+4 at the rear.

With up to 5 hours between
familiarisation and the race,
much of the time was spent
predicting when the bad
weather would arrive. John
had set his car up on deep
treaded tyres putting the
wind up Jack to change his

nicely worn rears to new
scrubbed covers. Tony had
the SLR up on jacks and was
looking to beat McClaren’s
world record for changing 4
wheels and tyres. Peter and
David had decided on a dry
race (they had in fact little
choice as all their tyres were
worn from a seasons long rac-
ing). Adrian of course had
more important things on his
mind.....

When the cars lined up in the
assembly area the rain began
to fall.... and then it stopped.
Its days like this that really
test the mettle.

The track was still bone dry
as the cars lined up behind
the red lights ...and then they
were green. This was it. With
all cars getting away well,
Copse was a cacophony of
screeching tyres, squealing
brakes and over revved
engines. Out towards
Becketts, Peter was maintain-
ing his lead over Jack but
Adrian had lost no time dis-
posing of John. The silver +8
had shot by under braking
and was hard on the gas up
the Hangar Straight. Tony
was being harried by David
and by the time the two cars
entered the Luffield complex,
David was ahead but only
just.

If there was anything wrong
with the silver +8, no-one,
least of all Adrian appeared to
notice. In hot pursuit of Jack
and Peter, Adrian was post-
ing some electrifying times.
The +8 was seen to turn in
beautifully (perhaps the fac-
tory might wish to modify all
chassis like this ....that is if
they can release Brands
Hatch Morgans from the
patent). 

Within a couple of laps,
Adrian was hot on the heals
of Jack and spent little time
getting past in his ambition to
catch Peter. And then the
unthinkable happened. With
5 wins out of 7 races under
his belt (with one race a
DNF), Peter appeared to lose
his appetite for a good scrap.

Offering little resistance,
Adrian swept by and in doing
so smashed Jacks lap record
and was not headed to the
chequered flag. If only Peter
knew...... 

Back in the collection area,
the +8s had taken the first
three places with John head-
ing up David and Tony.
Tony’s steady drive had been
enough to secure class C
whilst Peter’s 2nd place
clinched Class E for the sec-
ond time running. And then
the news broke. Against all
the odds, Rick Lloyd had

Club Production Car
Trial – Sunday 19
October

Support the club at this fun
event (classic listed) on
Sunday 18th October at
Lintridge Farm, near Ledbury (conve-
niently situated in the Midlands some 10
miles south of Malvern – signed from Junction 2 of the M50).
A modest entry fee is charged and valuable prizes are award-
ed for class placings. Please call on 01531–650760 for
requests for Regs or offers of help to Marshal, etc.

Peter Sargeant on ☎ 01531 650760

From the Competition Secretary

failed to win his class nor get
fastest lap leaving the door
open for Peter to take the
Peter Collins Tray and the
championship. But Peter had
needed to win!! Who would
have thought it.

So the season is complete.
Congratulations to Peter and
Tony with fine class wins –
and many thanks to all the
wives, girl friends and drivers
that arranged the excellent
spread that greeted the victors
on a very special day.

I-Spy
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The British Race
Festival, Zandvoort
19/20 Sept 1998

Another great weekend of rac-
ing for us all. The hospitality
was as good as we remem-
bered and Machiel Kalf and
his helpers made us wonder-
fully welcome. 

The Friday evening barbecue
was more unintentionally
entertaining than expected
(how many times have you
seen one lit by a compressor
running from a Range Rover?)
and somewhat darker than it
might have been, nevertheless
the food was plentiful and
delicious (not that you could
see what it was ...).
Accompanied by plenty to
drink too. Many thanks to all
who organised it, it was much
appreciated.

While the evening for the bar-
becue was dry, it poured
overnight and the sea mists
rolled in on Saturday morning
making everything rather wet.
We were in with the
Triumphs and MGs, among
others, for an extra race on
Saturday afternoon, so quali-
fying was early on and very
slippery. As the session
neared its end though, the
track started drying quite
quickly and times tumbled.
Those who had come in early
(like Rick Bourne and Martin
Kurrein) found themselves
way down the grid as a conse-
quence. 

Qualifying for the Morgan
race was on a more pre-
dictable dry track and gave
most of us the chance to see
the three wheelers in action
close up. Too close for com-
fort in some cases, as we all
tried to understand how any-
one in their right mind could
take one of these things round
a track without seatbelts or
roll bars. Watching them on
the corners they looked less
stable even than James
Paterson on a wet track. One

The alternative Manx Mog

There had to be a really good
reason to miss the final round
of the Morgan Challenge at
Silverstone on September
26th this year, especially if
you were in class C. And, of
course, there was. Rumours
that the 10th Manx Classic,
to be held on the Isle of Man
was going to be the last,
enticed class C contenders
Tony Dillon, Doug
Taylerson and the Sarge
together with class E stalwart
“Bart” Sumner, and the flat
rad clone of Barry Taylor,
across the Irish Sea via the
redoutable Isle of Man Steam
Packet Company to contest
up to five events, many on
closed public roads, over a
five day period. We were to
meet up with two regulars in
Rupert Richards and Jim
Tucker who, on the whole,
tolerated our intrusion
remarkably well.

Recreating the great TT road
races first run in 1905, the
Manx Classic is open to pre
1965 cars and attracts strong
entries from TRs, Alpines
and Tigers, Austin Healeys
and Jaguars as well as a myri-
ad of other makes from a
chain gang Frazer Nash to
Austin Sevens.

If you had an extended purple
pass, there were social events
on the island running all
week, but for those at
Zandvoort the previous week-
end there were barely 36
hours turnaround in order to
make the mid week ferry in
time for scrutineering on the
Wednesday. Even then Doug
managed to miss this dead-
line, and more importantly
the welcome drinks evening,
due to the spillage of some
thirty tones of blood and
abbatoir waste on the M6.
However, an enchanting
evening in the port of
Heysham and an overnight
crossing, led straight into
practice for the Willaston
Pursuit Sprint on the
Thursday. An extremely

bumpy 3.3 mile street circuit
sharing the start line and
grandstands of the motorcy-
cle TT circuit. A stark lesson
that race pressures on the
road can be positively danger-
ous! And an appreciation of
those who in the early years
had raced on this same circuit
without the benefit of today’s
tyres and even seat belts with-
out which I feel sure I would
have been catapulted right
out of the car!

The evening saw the first
sprint event along Douglas
promenade after dark, tram-
lines and all, and unfortu-
nately for us with high num-
bers, the realisation that
restaurants close before clos-
ing time. Thank goodness for
Indians! Before that, though,
an impressive firework dis-
play on the beach.

Friday saw us, bright and
early, lined up on the Sloc
Hill climb on the West of the
Island. Barry Sumner sus-
pecting sabotage on discover-
ing a wheel nut missing took
an easy first run but stormed
up later after a replacement
was located. The dangerous
rough roads exposing a weak
damper bracket for Tony
Dillon who cleverly devised a
restraining strap to tame a
live rear axle. A whole day on
this glorious stretch of moun-
tain road before adjourning to
a local watering hole to chew
over the days event.

I suppose that the Willaston
Pursuit Sprint on Saturday
focussed our attention more
than anything else because of
its reputation and its thinly
disguised racing pedigree.
Sending off cars at 10 second
intervals requires only a
sprint licence, but overtaking
during the eight laps is com-
mon if risky with no run off
areas, a bumpy surface and
either stone walls or earth
banks lining the circuit.
Regrettably, our event was
plagued with incidents that
subsequently brought out the

red flag after just five laps due
to an overturned Ford special,
thankfully with no personal
injury. Tony Dillon being
towed in with a split bottom
hose and Barry Sumner stop-
ping off in a local housing
estate for a cup of tea.

A celebration dinner in the
evening at which, due to a
probable administration error,
the Sarge and Doug were
placed at the top table with
Tony Brooks and Neville
Hay, and Barry Sumner was
presented with the Manx
Morgan trophy.

A race meeting rounded off
the event at the Jurby airfield
on Sunday, at which that
Barry Sumner trounced the
best that the TRs could
muster, to come home with a
rousing third place.

All in all, an astonishing and
enthralling four days on an
island that obviously loves its
motor sport. The welcome we
received was heart warmingly
generous – with Manx Mog
well remembered.

And those rumours of it being
the last Manx Classic were
demolished with the
announcement of next years
Classic over the period
20th–26th September 1999.
It’s going to be rude not to
return.

Doug Taylerson

SwapShop

It occurred to me that as the
season ends and people are
buying new sets of tyres, there
must be perfectly  good tyres
around that could be used but
which otherwise may be
thrown away. If you want
some tyres or want to dispose
of any, let me know by email
or fax and I will advertise
them here.

1 Pirelli PZero C 250/60 R15
Done 23 laps of Silverstone (10
protected by water and oil!).
Going cheap! Ring Chris Acklam.
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Zandvoort

Results:

Saturday 

race

wheel short of a full set,
in fact ...

The Saturday race was
great fun with some who
had qualified with wet
tyres ostentatiously
putting on their slicks
beforehand. The start
seemd uneventful from
where I was but within a
few laps Keith Ahlers was
having a monumental
battle with Chris Conoly
in his TVR (not on slicks
ths time) which ended
with Keith spinning off
dramatically. Then when
he rejoined he got some
lurid tank slappers on
while trying to go in a
straight line, which was
flamboyant even for
Keith! It turned out that
he and Chris Conoly had
come so close at one
point that one of Keith’s
tyre valves had been
sheared off leaving him
with a rapidly deflating
rear tyre.

John Clarke, despite
problems that caused him
to start at the back, had
an enjoyable time with a
lady in a Triumph
Dolomite [Ed:perhaps you
should rephrase that] and
Peter Sargeant was the
+8 filling a TR4 sand-
wich. Adrian van der
Kroft romped home in
the ex-factory GT2 car
which was a much more
encouraging result than
last time, when he was a
year early for the three
wheeler race.

Many of us then repaired
to a very pleasant restau-
rant in Zand voort for an
excellent meal that
evening where, being very
conscious of the fact that
we were racing the next
day, we abstained from
all alcohol. [Ed: evidence
of brain fade again]

Early Sunday morning
and the cars and specta-
tors started pouring in.
The sea mist was swirling
around again but it
stayed dry and eventually
lifted. Despite being in
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Zandvoort

Results:

Morgan 

race

Paddock 1 this year and
out of the way of the
crowds, the sheer num-
ber of spectators was
staggering and it was
becoming a problem
just getting to the col-
lecting area. John
Clarke had problems
starting his car and
enlisted the aid of sever-
al bystanders to push
him up and down the
paddock without imme-
diate success. When
they were all bright red
from the exertion he
remembered that his
remedy for stopping the
sand getting in to the
carburettors (rubber
basin plugs) were still in
place ... A quick sleight
of hand under the bon-
net and it fired immedi-
ately. Did you ever tell
them, John?

The race was won by
Rick Lloyd after Adrian
and Keith, the two front
runners, collided and
went off. A flurry of +8s
followed him home with
little separating them,
and then the rest of us
with the remarkable
three-wheelers. Much
credit is due to the dri-
vers of the three-wheel-
ers who were extraordi-
narily aware of what was
behind and beside them
despite having no mir-
rors. The speed differ-
entials were such in
some cases that there
was always the potential
for a very nasty accident
but this never looked
like occurring thanks to
their skill. 

Everyone who was
there, competitors and
spectators alike, thought
that it was a marvellous
weekend and we were
very grateful both to
those who organised it
and to the sponsors who
helped make it possible
(Koni, Banque Artesia,
Sekonda).

Many thanks and we
hope to see you next year.

Chris Acklam
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Results:

Race 8

Any information, stories, photos or anything remotely interesting
to participants in the Race Series to Chris Acklam at 

The Old Vicarage, Sellindge, Ashford, Kent TN25 6EH.
Tel: +44 (0)1303 813803     Fax: +44 (0)1303 813737 

email: chris@aw.cix.co.uk
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Drivers’ Meeting,
Dinner and
Presentation of
Awards

A reminder that the meeting
this year will take place at
2.30pm in the Mill House
Hotel, Kingham, Oxfordshire
with the dinner and presenta-
tion of awards the same
evening.

Forms for the dinner and
accommodation have been
sent to all registered drivers
but any prospective Race
Series’ participants would be
welcome to attend the meet-
ing and find out what the
Regs will say for next year.

REMINDER for those who
have booked but not yet sent a
cheque to Serena. Please do
so at once as the hotel’s now
completely full we under-
stand.

Special Offer for
those staying at the
Mill House Hotel (for
the Race Dinner weekend).

An extra night (ie Friday or
Sunday): £57.50 per person
including dinner, bed and
breakfast.

Staying 3 nights (ie Friday,
Saturday, Sunday): £57.50
per person including dinner,
bed and breakfast for Friday
night and free accommoda-
tion on Sunday but a charge
of £31.25 per person for din-
ner on Sunday and breakfast
on Monday.

(3 course dinner and full
English breakfast in each
case)

For further details, contact
Carol Sutcliffe at Mill House
(tel: 01608 658188)

TMT Trophy nominations

Don’t forget to get your
nominations for the TMT
Trophy in to Serena before
the Drivers’ Dinner

Peter Sargeant


